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By Andrew Clements

Paperback. Book Condition: New. Mark Elliott (illustrator). Paperback. 162 pages. Andrew
Clementss latest novel, about mentors, role models, and choosing friends, examines the fine line
between good-humored mischief and dangerous behaviorand how everyday choices can close or
open doors. Theres a folder in Principal Kellings office thats as thick as a phonebook and its
growing daily. Its filled with the incident reports of every time Clayton Hensley broke the rules.
Theres the minor stuff like running in the hallways and not being where he was suppose to be when
he was supposed to be there. But then there are also reports that show Clays own brand of
troublemaking, like the most recent addition: the art teacher has said that the class should spend
the period drawing anything they want and Clay decides to be extra creative and draw a spot-on
portrait of Principal Kellingsas a donkey. Its a pretty funny joke, but really, Clay is coming to realize
that the biggest joke of all may be on him. When his big brother, Mitchell, gets in some serious
trouble, Clay decides to change his own mischief making waysbut he cant seem to shake his
reputation as a troublemaker. From the master...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the greatest function by any author. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this created e ebook. Its been
printed in an remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Arianna Witting-- Arianna Witting

An exceptional book as well as the font used was exciting to read. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading time. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of the time (that's what catalogues are for about when you ask me).
-- Crystel Hagenes-- Crystel Hagenes
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